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a letter to families
Your baby counts on you to understand how he feels and to know how to “fix it”
when he is hungry, frightened suddenly by a barking dog, or anxious because
he sees a strange person bending over his crib. What have you noticed about
how your baby can best be comforted? Some babies will only become calm if you
pick them up and hold them cheek-to-cheek and tummy-to-chest, soothing them
with loving, reassuring words. Others will fuss less if you hold them in a “kangaroo pouch” slung from your shoulders. Whatever the case, you will want to
share this insight with your baby’s teacher. Below are some other ways to keep
your little one from getting too upset or prolonging an upset feeling.
Yo u n g c h i l d r e n a r e v e r y c o n s e r v a t i v e !
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They like to be held the same way and have
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Keeping routines predictable and familiar,

when your little one is tired, thirsty, or needs

and loving gestures available, is very sooth-
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Some babies need to nurse quite frequently. If
your baby cries a couple of hours after nurs-
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ing, first see whether he is wet or needs to
burp. But your baby may be communicating
loudly that he needs to be held for breast or
bottle. An empty tummy causes such a feeling
of anguish, and Baby’s cries are the only way
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You are the special detective who knows your
child best. If your baby has some fears that
are worrying him at this stage, such as a
noisy vacuum cleaner, you will want to share
your observations with his teacher. Together,
you can provide the reassurance, the slow
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ally outgrows some of his early fears.

Some babies have stiff limbs or lots of gas
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